Abstract Psychopathic behavior has long been attributed to a fundamental deficit in fear that arises from impaired amygdala function. Growing evidence has demonstrated that fearpotentiated startle (FPS) and other psychopathy-related deficits are moderated by focus of attention, but to date, no work on adult psychopathy has examined attentional modulation of the amygdala or concomitant recruitment of relevant attentionrelated circuitry. Consistent with previous FPS findings, here we report that psychopathy-related differences in amygdala activation appear and disappear as a function of goal-directed attention. Specifically, decreased amygdala activity was observed in psychopathic offenders only when attention was engaged in an alternative goal-relevant task prior to presenting threat-relevant information. Under this condition, psychopaths also exhibited greater activation in selective-attention regions of the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) than did nonpsychopaths, and this increased LPFC activation mediated psychopathy's association with decreased amygdala activation. In contrast, when explicitly attending to threat, amygdala activation did not differ in psychopaths and nonpsychopaths. This pattern of amygdala activation highlights the potential role of LPFC in mediating the failure of psychopathic individuals to process fear and other important information when it is peripheral to the primary focus of goal-directed attention.
have indicated that psychopathic individuals display greater amygdala reactivity when viewing emotionally salient scenes and emotionally evocative faces (Carre, Hyde, Neumann, Viding, & Hariri, 2012; Muller et al., 2003) . Thus, existing research in psychopathy does not indicate the presence of a reliable amygdala deficit, though such deficits may be revealed for psychopathic individuals under specific experimental circumstances.
Given the potential inconsistency in psychopathy-related amygdala deficiency, it may be that this traditional view of a primary amygdala deficit in psychopathy undervalues the role that cognitive-affective and cortical-subcortical brain interactions have in modulating the complex etiological and phenotypic manifestations of psychopathy. Recent theoretical and empirical models of psychopathy have attempted to integrate cognitive and affective processes and their influence on prototypic psychopathic behavior (Blair, 2007; Kiehl, 2006; Moul, Killcross, & Dadds, 2012; . Hence, as deficits in a number of cognitive processes have been implicated in these formulations, there is increasing empirical support for the hypothesis that psychopaths have a core deficit in attention, particularly the adaptive deployment of selective attention (see , for a review).
Work in this area has indicated that psychopaths are impaired in the ability to alter top-down goal-directed behavior to incorporate information from salient bottom-up stimuli (including threat cues), and that this inability to modulate behavior results directly from a failure to reallocate attention away from the goal-relevant task toward salient, but task-irrelevant, stimuli (Patterson & Newman, 1993) . Moreover, the affective dysfunction observed in psychopaths can be explained by this deficit in adaptively switching between top-down and bottom-up deployment of selective attention. For instance, psychopathic offenders display poor passive avoidance and weak electrodermal responses to punishment cues when they are focused on approach-related goals, but these differences disappear when avoidance learning takes precedence (Arnett, Smith, & Newman, 1997; Newman & Kosson, 1986) . Similarly, psychopaths display normal fear-potentiated startle (FPS) when explicitly attending to threat cues, but the same threat cues elicit significantly smaller startle responses in psychopaths than nonpsychopaths when attention is already engaged by another stimulus or task (Baskin-Sommers, Curtin, & Newman, 2011; Newman, Curtin, Bertsch, & Baskin-Sommers, 2010) . Thus, across these diverse experimental paradigms, psychopathic offenders display normal responses to affective information when it is part of their primary task, but their reactions to the same affective stimuli are deficient if they have allocated attention to other goalrelevant stimuli (see Newman & Baskin-Sommers, 2011, for review) .
Synthesizing these findings, Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) proposed that an early attention bottleneck is the proximal mechanism underlying deficient emotion reactivity in psychopathy (see also . The rationale for the attention bottleneck stems from models that characterize early selective attention as a "fixed bottleneck" where information is processed in serial, and once the bottleneck is established, it blocks the processing of peripheral information that is not goal relevant (Driver, 2001) . Such a bottleneck would confer an advantage for psychopaths in filtering potential distractors, but at the cost of undermining the ability to attend to multiple ongoing streams of information. Ultimately, this trade-off would result in a tendency to overlook potential threat and other important information unless it is directly related to their goal-directed focus of attention. Thus, according to the attention bottleneck model, psychopaths are insensitive to threat cues not because they are incapable of fear responses, but because their failure to reallocate attention to affective stimuli while engaged in goal-directed behavior renders them oblivious to these affective cues.
To directly test the attention bottleneck hypothesis, Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) measured FPS during an instructed fear paradigm that crossed focus of attention (threat vs. alternative focus) with early versus late presentation of the goal-relevant cues. As predicted, psychopaths' deficit in FPS was nonexistent under conditions that focused attention on the threat-relevant dimension of the stimuli (i.e., threat-focus conditions), but it was pronounced when threatrelevant cues were peripheral to the primary focus of attention (i.e., alternative-focus conditions). More specifically, the psychopathic deficit was only apparent in the earlyalternative-focus condition, in which threat cues were presented after the alternative goal-directed focus had been established. That is, psychopathic individuals displayed a deficit in threat processing when their attention was already engaged in a goal-directed focus, and they did not display a threat-processing deficit under any other circumstances.
Despite specific support for the attention bottleneck model and substantial evidence regarding the pivotal role of attention in the affective and inhibitory deficits associated with psychopathy (Blair & Mitchell, 2009; , investigators have yet to examine the influence of this early selective-attention bias on emotion processing in psychopathy using neuroimaging. Given the prominence of the low-fear model of psychopathy, much of the extant imaging work in this population has examined amygdala functioning; however, only one study to date has examined amygdala activation to threat-related stimuli as a function of attention, albeit in children with callous-unemotional traits rather than psychopathy per se (White et al., 2012) . Also, no study has specifically assessed recruitment of the amygdala using a task explicitly designed to elicit psychopaths' early selective-attention deficits. Furthermore, despite the amygdala's prominence in most etiological models of psychopathy, the neuroimaging literature in this area is actually quite small and has yielded somewhat mixed conclusions (see Koenigs, Baskin-Sommers, Zeier, & Newman, 2011, for a review) . Although a number of factors (e.g., sample, experimental context) may influence the reliability of a psychopathy-related amygdala deficit, one possibility is that these inconsistencies may be explained by attentional engagement. For example, given the association between FPS and amygdala activation (Davis, Falls, Campeau, & Kim, 1993; Grillon, Ameli, Goddard, Woods, & Davis, 1994) , the Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) FPS findings raise the possibility that amygdala dysfunction in psychopathic offenders may be modulated by an early attention bottleneck. However, direct investigation would be required in order to determine whether the precise attentional manipulations that undermine FPS in psychopathy are also associated with psychopathy-related deficits in amygdala activation.
In addition to assessing whether manipulating attentional engagement modulates amygdala activation in psychopathy, neuroimaging offers the opportunity more specifically to investigate recruitment of top-down attention circuitry that may instantiate the attention bottleneck evident in psychopaths. Basic neuroscience models (Bishop, 2007; Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Dux, Ivanoff, Asplund, & Marois, 2006) and models of psychopathy (Blair, 2003; Kiehl, 2006) highlight the role of the prefrontal cortices (e.g., orbitofrontal, lateral prefrontal) in directing attention toward task-relevant information and inhibiting processing of salient distracting information. Notably, recent work has explicitly identified lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) as the site of an informationprocessing bottleneck (Dux et al., 2006) , leading Newman and Baskin-Sommers (2011) to speculate that regions of the LPFC may be central to the early attention bottleneck operating in psychopathy. Moreover, engagement of the LPFC is thought to be specifically necessary to override the amygdala-based automatic processing of threatrelated information (Davidson, 2000; Dolcos & McCarthy, 2006; Ochsner et al., 2004; Siegle, Steinhauer, Thase, Stenger, & Carter, 2002) . Thus, we hypothesized that LPFC in particular may mediate psychopaths' deficits in processing multiple streams of information. Although this LPFC-mediated attention bottleneck model provides a promising and potentially crucial perspective on psychopathy, more direct evidence concerning the neural underpinnings of abnormal attentionemotion interactions in psychopathy is required to substantiate the model.
The primary aim of this study was to address the paucity of neuroimaging data available for specifying the neural mechanisms mediating the attention-related modulation of emotion processing in psychopathy. Toward this end, we administered the instructed fear paradigm developed by Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) in the context of a functional magnetic resonance imaging study. More specifically, by employing the same experimental manipulations that had enabled Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) to specify the attention bottleneck, we aimed to identify the neural correlates associated with the early attention bottleneck. Paralleling results from the Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) study, we predicted that psychopathy-related abnormalities associated with the attention bottleneck would be specific to the earlyalternative-focus condition. In light of the fact that psychopathic participants displayed less FPS than did controls specifically in the early-alternative-focus condition, we predicted that psychopathy would also be associated with weaker amygdala-related differentiation to threat and safety cues in this condition, but not in the threat-focus or latealternative-focus conditions. Furthermore, on the basis of the attention bottleneck model, we predicted that psychopathy would be associated with greater activation in regions of LPFC in the early-alternative-focus condition, reflecting a strong goal-directed focus and a failure to disengage attention from the alternative focus (letter) cue when faced with a subsequent salient threat stimulus (red box). We further predicted that this activation in LPFC would mediate the reduced amygdala-related differentiation associated with psychopathy.
Method

Subjects
A group of 71 white male prisoners from a medium-security prison in Southern Wisconsin between the ages of 18 and 45 were asked to participate in this study. Elements of consent were presented individually to all of the participants in verbal and written form. Participants were informed that their decision to take part in the project or to refuse would have no influence on their status within the correctional system. Of the 71, 66 of the prisoners agreed to participate (93 %). Participants were excluded if they were age 45 or older; currently used psychotropic medication; had clinical diagnoses of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or psychosis not otherwise specified (NOS); had contraindications for magnetic resonance (MR) scanning (metal in body, unable to lie still in scanner, history of neurological disorder or head injury, or claustrophobia); scored below the 4th-grade reading level on achievement tests administered by the Department of Corrections; or had an estimated IQ score of less than 70 on the Shipley Institute of Living Scale (Zachary, 1986) . Participants older than 45 years of age were excluded because the expression of psychopathic traits (i.e., impulsivity) has been found to decline with advancing age (Hare et al., 1990; Harpur & Hare, 1994) , and also because some research has suggested that memory and cognitive functioning begins to decline starting around age 45 (Singh-Manoux et al., 2012) .
All participants were assessed using file information and a semistructured interview that lasted approximately 60 min and provided sufficient information to diagnose psychopathy using the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 2003) . The PCL-R contains 20 items that are rated 0, 1, or 2 according to the degree to which a characteristic was present: significantly (2), moderately (1), or not at all (0). Numerous sources have documented the reliability and validity of the PCL-R (Hare, 2003) .
In total, three participants were dropped due to poor alignment of the structural and functional images, six because of movement artifacts, one due to claustrophobia, six because of shock device malfunction, and one (nonpsychopath) because amygdala activation exceeded three standard deviations from the mean. The final sample consisted of 24 psychopaths and 25 nonpsychopaths (see Table 1 for descriptive information about the sample).
Instructed fear task
The task consisted of four conditions, with 60 trials per condition. The task conditions crossed focus of attention and timing of goal-relevant information, yielding the earlyalternative-focus, early-threat-focus, late-alternative-focus, and late-threat-focus conditions (Fig. 1 ). In the two threatfocus conditions, participants attended to the color of a box predicting shock administration (red boxes = potential shock; green boxes = safe, no chance of shock). In the two alternative-focus conditions, participants were instructed to attend to the case of a letter stimulus, and the case of the letter was unrelated to administration of electric shocks. Each of the four conditions was blocked, with the order counterbalanced across participants.
On every trial in all conditions, a fixation cross was displayed for 400 to 1,200 ms (M = 800 ms) at the beginning of each trial. Then participants saw two stimuli presented sequentially: a box (red or green) and a letter (uppercase "N" or lowercase "n"), presented sequentially. The order of stimulus appearance varied by condition. The first stimulus (either a box or a letter) appeared alone for 200 ms, and then the second stimulus (the letter or box, whichever had not been presented first) appeared concurrently with the first stimulus for another 200 ms. Following the offset of the stimuli, a blank screen appeared for 1,200 ms. After the blank screen, for 1,600 ms, a descriptive word appeared on the screen, prompting participants to respond on the basis of either the first or the second stimulus, according to the condition. In the threat-focus conditions, the word "red" or "green" was presented, and participants pressed one of two buttons to indicate whether the word described the color of the box during that trial. In the alternative-focus conditions, the word "upper" or "lower" appeared, and participants pressed one of two buttons to indicate whether the word described the case of the letter during that trial. Participants were asked to make a buttonbox response according to the nature of each condition.
In all conditions, participants were given instructions about which stimulus was goal-relevant and which signaled threat (shock) or safety (no shock). The intensity of shocks was calibrated to participants' subjective tolerance (a procedure administered prior to the task; see the Electrical Stimulation section). If a shock was presented, it occurred during the last 200 ms of the blank screen. Shocks were presented on 20 % of the threat trials (six trials per condition).
Finally, across conditions the timing of the task-relevant focus of attention (early or late) was manipulated to examine the effects of the early attention bottleneck. As mentioned above, this was accomplished by presenting the taskrelevant stimulus either first or second in the trial sequence. As is shown in Fig. 1 , the early-alternative-focus condition was the only one that engaged attention prior to presenting the threat-relevant information. As such, this condition was the only one expected to reveal a psychopathy-related deficit in amygdala activation.
Electrical stimulation
Shocks were delivered via an AC source (Contact Precision Instruments, Boston, MA) through two Ag/AgCl electrodes placed over the right tibial nerve over the right medial malleolus (right ankle). To control for individual differences in shock sensitivity, the intensity of shocks received during the experimental session was calibrated to the participants' individual subjective shock sensitivities.
This procedure was conducted immediately prior to the start of the instructed fear paradigm. Participants were administered a series of electric shocks of increasing intensity and rated the intensity of the shock on a scale from 0 (no sensation) to 10 (painful but tolerable). The intensity of the shock administered allowed us to determine two intensity anchors: the first intensity that a participant considered uncomfortable and the maximum intensity level that could be tolerated. The series was terminated when a self-reported intensity level of 10 was reached. This intensity was used for all administrations during the instructed fear task.
Image acquisition
Data were collected on the grounds of the prison using the Mind Research Network (MRN) mobile 1.5-T Siemens Avanto scanner. The MRN mobile MRI scanner is equipped with advanced SQ gradients (max slew rate 200 T/m/s, 346 T/m/s vector summation, rise time 200 µs) and a 12-element head coil (www.mrn.org/facilities/mobile-mri-scanning-facility). EPI echoplanar functional images were collected according to the following parameters: TR/TE (2,000/39 ms, flip angle 75º, FOV 24 × 24 cm, 64 × 64 matrix, 3.75 × 3.75 mm in-plane resolution, 5-mm slice thickness, 27 axial oblique slices). Head motion was limited by using padding. Participants with motion greater than 3 mm were excluded from analysis. Highresolution MPRAGE structural images were obtained to cover the whole brain with 128 1-mm sagittal slices, 8º flip angle and 24-cm FOV.
fMRI data preprocessing and analysis All fMRI data preprocessing and analysis was conducted with the AFNI software (Cox, 1996) . After image reconstruction, rigid-body motion correction was done in three translational and three rotational directions, with all images being registered to the fifth functional image in the time series. The amount of motion in these directions was estimated and then included as a regressor in the subsequent analyses. Participants with more than 3 mm displacement were excluded from the final sample. The MR signal was normalized to a mean of 100 (arbitrary units). Functional time series were deconvolved using a tent function. The mean percentage of signal change for images 2-5 following each stimulus onset was calculated. A spatial blur of 4 mm full width at half maximum was applied, and images were resampled to 1 mm 3 voxels. Anatomical images for each participant were transformed to Talairach space, and each functional run was warped to the Talairach-transformed anatomical image. One participant did not have usable anatomical scans, so the functional images were transformed to a standard Talairach template. Threat minus safe difference scores were calculated for each condition for each participant and used as the dependent variable in all analyses.
Whole-brain group analysis Our main a priori hypothesis was that psychopaths would exhibit normal levels of amygdala activation during all conditions except the early-alternative-focus condition. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) structured to replicate the startle findings reported by Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) . This voxel-wise ANOVA compared activation between psychopaths and nonpsychopaths for the early-alternative-focus condition against the average of the three remaining conditions, as had been done in the previous startle work. Participant was included as a random factor in the model. 1 For all of the whole-brain voxel-wise analyses, cluster thresholding based on Monte Carlo simulations calculated with AFNI's AlphaSim program was applied in order to correct for multiple comparisons. Using a voxel-based p < .025 and nearest-neighbor selection criteria, accounting for spatial correlation, clusters greater than 562 mm 3 achieved a whole-brain corrected p value of <.05.
Subsequent post-hoc analyses (using the same clusterthresholding criteria) were designed to clarify the additional circuitry instantiating aberrant attentional processes for psychopaths in the early-alternative-focus condition. To accomplish this, a voxel-wise t test was calculated comparing activation for psychopaths and nonpsychopaths in the early-alternative-focus condition.
Results
Amygdala activation as a function of attentional focus
As predicted by the attention bottleneck hypothesis, in the early-alternative-focus condition psychopaths exhibited differential activation in the right amygdala as compared to nonpsychopaths (peak: x = 20, y = -6, z = -13; see Fig. 2 , as well as Table 2 , where data are presented separately for threat and safe for all four attention conditions). In this condition, in which attention was engaged in a neutral task prior to presentation of the task-irrelevant threat cue, nonpsychopaths exhibited relatively greater amygdala activation, particularly in comparison with psychopaths. Also consistent with the attention-based predictions, we found no evidence of psychopathy-related differences in amygdala activation in the remaining three conditions (separately or combined; see Fig. 2 and Table 2 ).
Attention-related circuitry: Early-alternative-focus condition As predicted, group differences in amygdala activation were specific to the early-alternative-focus condition. Thus, follow-up analyses examining attention-related circuitry focused on this condition. A whole-brain t test comparing activation for psychopaths and nonpsychopaths during early alternative focus revealed significant group differences in three left LPFC clusters: the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG: x = Fig. 1 Schematic of the task. The instructed fear task consisted of four conditions in which focus of attention and timing of attentional focus were manipulated: (A) early alternative focus, (B) late alternative focus, (C) late threat focus, and (D) early threat focus. During threat focus, participants attended to the color of a box predicting shock administration (red = potential shock, as depicted in (A) and (D); green = safe, as depicted in (B) and (C)). For the alternative focus, participants were instructed to attend to the case of a letter stimulus. In each trial, the box (red or green) and letter (uppercase "N" or lowercase "n") were presented sequentially, with the order varying according to condition. During early trials, the stimulus to be attended to was presented first, and during late trials, it was presented second. Shocks were presented during the last 200 ms of the blank screen on 20 % of the potential threat trials. Finally, participants pressed a button indicating whether a probe word, "red" or "green" for threat focus and "upper or "lower" for alternative focus, matched the stimulus presented during that trial -49, y = 14, z = 0; BA 47), middle frontal gyrus (MFG: x = -49, y = 36, z = -4; BA 47), and superior frontal gyrus (SFG: x = -23, y = 48, z = -3; BA 10) (see Fig. 3 ). The direction of these effects indicated that psychopaths were recruiting neural regions in the dorsolateral (SFG/BA 10) and mid-ventrolateral PFC (mVLPFC; IFG and MFG/BA 47) that are associated with selective attention to a greater extent than did the nonpsychopaths.
To aid in interpreting the interaction between psychopathy status and recruitment of LPFC regions, simple regressions were conducted between LPFC regions and the amygdala within each group separately.
2 LPFC activation significantly predicted amygdala activation in psychopaths but not in nonpsychopaths for all three LPFC regions (Fig. 4) . For psychopaths, the r values for the IFG, MFG, and SFG were -.44, -.73, and -.49 (all ps < .05), respectively. For the nonpsychopaths, the corresponding IFG, MFG, and SFG r values were .38, -.05, and -.14 (all ps > .05). A test of the significance of the difference between the independent rs (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) revealed that the magnitudes of the LPFC-amygdala correlations were significantly different for the two groups for the two clusters in mVLPFC/BA 47-that is, IFG and MFG (p = .004 for both)-but not for the dorsolateral SFG cluster (p = .19). Finally, we examined whether LPFC activation mediated the relationship between psychopathy and amygdala activation. To test mediation, we used an SPSS macro designed to implement a simultaneous multiple mediator bootstrapping model (Preacher & Hayes, 2004 . Two mediator models were run, once with the LPFC regions combined and once with the three regions (IFG, SFG, and MFG) as separate mediators, to examine the total and direct effects of psychopathy on amygdala activation, as well as the total and specific indirect effects of psychopathy on amygdala activation through the prefrontal regions. All models were based on 2,000 samples, producing 95 % (biascorrected and accelerated) confidence intervals that did not contain zero. The regression models indicated that (1) psychopathy significantly predicted LPFC activation [in combined LPFC, B = 0.07, SE B = 0.01, t = 4.51, p < .001; in IFG, 2 For consistency, the amygdala cluster used in these correlations was also extracted from the between-groups t test for the early-alternativefocus condition. Although it was slightly more ventral, the amygdala cluster yielding significant group differences for this contrast was largely overlapping with that from the initial a priori ANOVA described above (peak: x = 19, y = -7, z = -9). The cluster size for the original ANOVA was 1,211 mm 3 , whereas for the early-alternativefocus condition t test, the cluster size was 1,257 mm 3 . A conjunction analysis revealed an overlap of 915 mm 3 . 3 We also assessed whether group moderated the association between LPFC and amygdala activation by using moderated regression (Aiken & West, 1991) . After entering group and mean-centered LPFC activation into the model predicting amygdala activation (separately for each LPFC cluster), the interaction between group and LPFC was significant for IFG (β = -.40, p = .004) and MFG (β = -.29, p = .04), but not for SFG (β = -.15, p = .29). a b Fig. 2 Results of paired comparisons demonstrating decreased activation of the right amygdala and extended amygdala to threat among psychopaths only when attention is previously engaged by another task. (A) Brain image depicting a significant Group × Condition interaction for the early-alternative-focus condition relative to the average of the three remaining conditions (y = -6). (B) Bar graph depicting the mean threat-minus-safe percentage of signal change for each condition, based on the right amygdala cluster demonstrating a significant group difference for the early-alternative-focus condition. Error bars represent standard errors of the means. As can be seen, during early-alternative-focus trials, decreased activation in psychopaths as compared to nonpsychopaths was present in the right amygdala Table 2 Mean blood oxygenation level dependent signal for the amygdala cluster, presented separately for safe (green box) and threat (red box) trials for each of the four attentional-focus conditions 
Discussion
In light of growing evidence that attention moderates the core behavioral and affective deficits associated with psychopathy, we attempted to extend these findings to amygdala dysfunction because of its prominence in prevailing models of psychopathy (Blair, 2007; Glenn et al., 2009; Patrick, 2007) . Paralleling results for fear-potentiated startle (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2011), we found unambiguous evidence that psychopaths' amygdala dysfunction can be moderated by focus of attention. Moreover, we found that the association between psychopathy and amygdala activation was mediated by regions of LPFC with established links to top-down attention. Thus, in conjunction with previous findings, the present results provide strong evidence for the crucial role of top-down attention in moderating the impact of bottom-up emotion and inhibitory cues among psychopathic offenders.
The role of attention on psychopathy-related differences in amygdala activation As is predicted by the attention bottleneck model, psychopathyrelated deficits in amygdala activation were specific to experimental conditions that engaged attention in goal-relevant processing prior to presenting threat-relevant information. Once they were focused on goal-relevant stimuli (i.e., the letter stimulus), psychopathic offenders displayed significantly less amygdala activation to subsequently presented threat stimuli than did nonpsychopaths, indicating impaired recruitment of task-relevant regions during serial information processing. Also as predicted, this deficit disappeared when threat cues were presented prior to establishing a goal-directed focus of attention (i.e., late alternative focus) and when the conflict between Fig. 3 Lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) group differences and relations with amygdala activation for the earlyalternative-focus condition. The brain images (A, B) and bar graph (C) present group differences in left LPFC activation from a voxel-wise t test (higher values on the scale indicate greater activation in psychopaths than in nonpsychopaths). Greater activation for psychopaths as compared to nonpsychopaths is present in (A) the IFG (x = -49, y = 14, z = 0; BA 47) and MFG (x = -49, y = 36, z = -4; BA 47), as well as (B) SFG (x = -23, y = 48, z = -3; BA 10). Error bars in the bar graph (C) represent standard errors of the means processing goal-relevant and threat-relevant stimuli was eliminated (i.e., under threat-focused conditions). Thus, the present findings corroborate the crucial role of attention in moderating the impact of bottom-up emotion on psychopathic offenders, and further suggest that this attentional moderation specifically influences engagement of the amygdala.
Also addressing the effects of attention on threat processing, albeit in youth with moderate levels of callous-unemotional traits rather than adult psychopathic offenders, White et al. (2012) manipulated attentional load in a primary task while presenting task-irrelevant faces. More specifically, White et al. presented fearful and neutral faces (i.e., goalirrelevant stimuli) that were flanked by lines that varied in vertical orientation. Participants were instructed to indicate whether or not the lines were parallel (i.e., lines were the goal-relevant stimuli), and attentional load was manipulated by altering the difficulty of this discrimination. Consistent with the attention bottleneck proposal, youth with elevated callous-unemotional traits displayed less affect-mediated amygdala activation to the task-irrelevant fearful faces than did controls when the primary task attentional load was low, though no group difference was found in the high-load condition. White et al. interpreted the absence of group differences in the high-load condition as being inconsistent with the bottleneck hypothesis. However, the lack of group difference in the high-load condition is in keeping with work demonstrating that even in healthy individuals, when attention is fully occupied by high perceptual load, processing of peripheral cues is minimal (Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert, & Viding, 2004) . Thus, the opportunity to observe individual differences, particularly in amygdala activation, under such conditions was necessarily limited (Bishop, Jenkins, & Lawrence, 2007; Hsu & Pessoa, 2007; Pessoa, Padmala, & Morland, 2005) . In light of such findings, White et al.'s results for the low-load condition appear to provide a more sensitive evaluation of attention-related effects on amygdala activation. Overall, then, the pattern of psychopathy-related results showing deficient amygdala activation to peripheral emotion stimuli when participants are engaged in another goal appears to be consistent with the attention bottleneck model (see Sadeh & Verona, 2008) .
Together, these studies provide initial support for attentional moderation of emotion processing in psychopathy and related traits. To focus on the present study, as we noted above, the pattern of psychopathy-related differences in amygdala activation corresponded precisely to our a priori hypotheses. At a more general level, however, the fact that participants, including nonpsychopaths, failed to display significantly more amygdala activation on threat than on safe trials across many of the attention conditions was not expected (see Table 2 ). Nevertheless, subsequent investigation of this issue revealed a number of theoretical and methodological considerations that put these findings in perspective and diminish concern regarding their implications for the present results. First, a number of other investigations of cognitive-emotion interactions in psychopaths and other antisocial samples (e.g., Marsh et al., 2011; Passamonti et al., 2010; White et al., 2012) have reported negative amygdala activations. Second, the relatively weak amygdala activation found among both psychopaths and nonpsychopaths in our instructed fear paradigm is consistent with results from a recent meta-analysis by Mechias, Etkin, and Kalisch (2010) , who failed to find consistent amygdala activation in healthy Fig. 4 Correlations between lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) and amygdala for early alternative focus. The scatterplots depict simple regressions predicting amygdala activation with the mid-ventrolateral PFC/BA 47 (IFG, MFG) and the dorsolateral PFC (SFG) for the earlyalternative-focus condition separately for both groups. All correlations between PFC regions and the amygdala were significant for the psychopaths (all ps < .05), but not for the nonpsychopaths (all ps > .05) controls across an array of instructed fear paradigms. Third, growing evidence is showing that attentional load dampens amygdala activation Hsu & Pessoa, 2007; Pessoa et al., 2005) . With this in mind, it is worth noting that the threat stimuli in our study were embedded in a cognitive task that required participants to (1) maintain a top-down set to focus on particular stimuli, (2) categorize the stimuli, (3) preserve the categorization in working memory, and (4) make a rapid decision at the end of each trial. Thus, relative to tasks that involve passive viewing of emotion stimuli, our study involved significant cognitive demands that might have played a key role in reducing amygdala activation. Despite these constraints on overall amygdala activation, we propose that the relative level of amygdala activation in this study provides a valid estimate of fear magnitude. In support of this proposal, we note that previous research employing the same paradigm yielded nearly identical psychopathy-related differences in fear responses (but without the negative activations) when fear was indexed using fear-potentiated startle rather than amygdala activation .
The role of LPFC activation and top-down attention on amygdala activation in psychopathy
In light of compelling evidence that a top-down focus of attention limits crucial information processing and moderates the core deficits in psychopathy, the neurological underpinnings of the attention bottleneck in psychopathy need to be characterized. Thus, we examined regions in prefrontal cortex that were associated with psychopathy-related differences in response to bottom-up threat cues after attention had been allocated to goal-directed stimuli. Consistent with the attention bottleneck model, psychopathy was associated with differential activation of the left LPFC under conditions that established an alternative focus of attention before threat-relevant stimuli were presented (i.e., in the earlyalternative-focus condition). In contrast, in the face of salient task-irrelevant threat cues, controls exhibited weaker left LPFC activation. Further supporting the potential importance of left LPFC for the attention bottleneck and its potential impact on threat processing in psychopathy, follow-up analyses revealed that the inverse relationship between LPFC and amygdala activation was significantly greater for psychopaths than for nonpsychopaths. Importantly, the association between psychopathy and reduced amygdala activation was completely mediated by activation in left LPFC, particularly BA 47, a region of mid-ventrolateral PFC (Petrides, 2005) .
LPFC has been broadly implicated in selective attention (Badre, Poldrack, Paré-Blagoev, Insler, & Wagner, 2005; Bishop, Duncan, Brett, & Lawrence, 2004; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Miller & Cohen, 2001; Rossi, Pessoa, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 2009 ), including selection of task-relevant information (Bode & Haynes, 2009; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Duncan, 2006) . Of particular relevance for the present work, regions of left LPFC have been identified as the source of an information-processing bottleneck in which interference occurs when individuals attempt to complete multiple tasks (Dux et al., 2006) . Interpreted in this light, and consistent with the Baskin-Sommers et al. (2011) proposal, the enhanced left LPFC activation evident in psychopathic offenders may be related to a more pronounced bottleneck in processing multiple streams of information, particularly when one set of information is directly relevant to task demands, and another is not. For psychopaths, this bottleneck appears to enhance their resistance to distraction, but at the cost of processing secondary and peripheral information that may be crucial for regulating maladaptive responses.
The specificity of the increased psychopathy-related LPFC activation to mVLPFC, and BA 47 in particular, is consistent with previous work that has identified the mVLPFC as critical for active selection and maintenance of stimuli requiring further processing (Bunge, 2004; Burgess & Braver, 2010; Hampshire, Duncan, & Owen, 2007; Petrides, 2005) . Importantly, BA 47 is recruited to support stimulus-driven orienting, but only for stimuli relevant for the ongoing task, not for task-irrelevant cues (Hampshire et al., 2007; Kincade, Abrams, Vastafiev, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2005; Natale, Marzi, & Macaluso, 2009 ). This portion of LPFC is also recruited when multiple attributes of a stimulus compete for attentional resources and task demands necessitate the selection of a specific attribute (Hedden & Gabrieli, 2010; Nelson, ReuterLorenz, Sylvester, Jonides, & Smith, 2003) . Left mVLPFC has also been found to play a causal role in minimizing the interference of distracting task-irrelevant information in order to meet task demands (Wais, Kim, & Gazzaley, 2012) . Indeed, individuals who are faster at resolving interference from competing stimulus attributes exhibit greater activation in BA 47 (Egner, 2011) . These findings indicate that this portion of LPFC serves to enhance attentional engagement with goal-directed stimuli for the purpose of selecting the most relevant information in a given context. Thus, mVLPFC, and BA 47 specifically, has been implicated in processes consistent with our interpretation that psychopaths show greater LPFC activation during the early-alternative-focus condition because of enhanced goal-directed allocation of attention (e.g., to the case of the letter, here) in the face of salient task-irrelevant information (i.e., the red box threat cue). Assuming that this region is important for proactive attentional control and maintenance of task-relevant response sets, disruption of activation in this region may allow for bottom-up processes, including diversion of attention to task-irrelevant salient stimuli, to take precedence. In contrast, psychopaths, who show greater activation of BA 47 when confronted with a competing and salient task-irrelevant stimulus, show reduced bottomup interference effects, as indexed by decreased amygdala activation to the distracting threat cue. Thus, these data suggest that psychopaths are predisposed to focus on primary goals and tasks to the exclusion of goal-irrelevant information, and that this exaggerated selective attention may be mediated by the mVLPFC. More broadly, this pattern of attention selection is consistent with behavioral work indicating that psychopaths are often superior in ignoring distractors and other task-irrelevant information (Hiatt, Schmitt, & Newman, 2004; Newman, Schmitt, & Voss, 1997; Zeier, Maxwell, & Newman, 2009 ). In light of this dynamic, psychopathic individuals are prone to display an imbalance of selective attention that favors proximal topdown priorities over potentially relevant but unexpected considerations that do modulate the goal-directed behavior of others (see MacCoon, Wallace, & Newman, 2004 , for more details).
The overall pattern of results, particularly those from the present study, leads us to propose that the abnormal selective attention in psychopathy stems from "top-down" LPFC mediation of attention during goal-directed behavior. First, psychopaths' deficit in threat-related amygdala activation was found only during the condition in which attention was already engaged in a goal-directed task, highlighting the specific role of a top-down focus of attention in revealing the psychopath's deficit. Second, mVLPFC mediated the inverse relationship between psychopathy and amygdala activation. That is, after controlling statistically for the influence of mVLPFC on amygdala activation, psychopathyrelated differences in amygdala activation were no longer significant. Finally, as has already been noted , psychopaths' excessive selective attention is evident with nonemotional as well emotional distractors, further reducing the likelihood that psychopathyrelated differences in LPFC activation reflect an emotionspecific deficiency in bottom-up activation. Such evidence provides compelling support for the attention bottleneck model of psychopathy. However, it should be noted that, whereas the present study supported our a priori hypotheses regarding the specific influence of attention-related limitations on emotion processing in psychopathy, others have proposed that the attention abnormalities in psychopathy and differences in LPFC activation are an indirect consequence of deficiencies in "bottom-up" amygdala-related processes (Blair & Mitchell, 2009; Kiehl, 2006) . For example, models by Moul et al. (2012) and Blair and Mitchell (2009) have suggested that deficient amygdala functioning may account for most of the extant observations of impaired attention-emotion interactions, particularly given that the subcomponents of the amygdala are related to attentional selection (e.g., basolateral nuclei of the amygdala; Moul et al., 2012) . Thus, further research will be needed to characterize the precise contributions of topdown versus bottom-up processes of attention and emotion, and also to understand how these processes operate in different indices of psychopathy (e.g., callous-unemotional traits vs. psychopathy).
Limitations
Although the findings provide strong support for attentional moderation of the neural circuitry underlying threat processing, a number of limitations of the present study must be noted. First, in light of research indicating that laboratory findings among European American offenders often do not generalize to African American offenders (Baskin-Sommers, Newman, Sathasivam, & Curtin, 2010) , our sample was limited to adult Caucasian prisoners. The sample also consisted solely of male prisoners. In general, the homogeneous nature of the sample may limit its generalizability to other populations, including younger individuals with traits on the psychopathy spectrum. Also, six participants (9 % of the sample) were dropped due to excessive movement. Although this is a relatively large portion of the sample, it is consistent with other studies in which we have administered electrical stimulation (Balderston, Schultz, & Helmstetter, 2011) . Finally, the sample size was somewhat modest, but the results were consistent with the hypotheses, and power appears to have been sufficient to detect group differences.
Conclusions
Challenging the long-standing view that psychopathy involves a core amygdala-mediated deficit in threat and other emotion processing (Blair, 2007; Lykken, 1995; Patrick, 2007) , this study provides strong evidence that psychopaths' amygdala-mediated fear deficit appears and disappears as a function of attention-related priorities. Moreover, the data suggest that psychopaths' failure to recruit the amygdala in response to salient emotion cues while pursuing immediate goals may be a manifestation of a more general LPFCinstantiated attention bottleneck that severely limits the processing of potentially important peripheral information . The existence of such an early attention bottleneck that undermines the processing of emotion and inhibitory stimuli could provide a compelling explanation for psychopaths' chronically dysregulated behavior, including their callous disregard for the rights and well-being of others (Newman & Lorenz, 2003) . Moreover, to the extent that psychopaths' core information-processing deficits are moderated by attention, rather than absolute , it may be possible to reduce their antisocial behavior and improve their self-regulation by using newly developed methods for training attention (Baskin-Sommers & Newman, in press; Browning, Holmes, Murphy, Goodwin, & Harmer, 2010) .
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